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ABSTRACT
The decay characteristics of 1-neutron and 2-neutron halo nuclei from ²⁷⁰-³¹⁶, ²⁷²-³¹⁸ and ²⁷⁸-³²⁰ even-even nuclei is studied within the framework of the Coulomb and Proximity Potential Model (CPPM). Halo structure in neutron rich nuclei is identified by calculating the neutron separation energies and on the basis of potential energy considerations. A comparison of the decay half-life is made by considering the halo nuclei as spherical cluster and as deformed nuclei with a rms radius. Further, neutron shell closure at neutron numbers 150, 164 and 184 is identified from the plot of log₁₀ T₁/₂ verses the neutron number of parents. The plots of Q⁻¹/² verses log₁₀ T₁/₂ and −ln P verses log₁₀ T₁/₂ for various halo nuclei emitted from the super-heavy elements are found to be linear showing that Geiger-Nuttall law is applicable to the emission of neutron halo also.
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1. Introduction
The stability of a nucleus is mainly determined by the binding energy per nucleon. For stable nuclei, the typical value of binding energy per nucleon is in the range of 6-8 MeV. The addition of protons or neutrons takes the nucleus away from the region of stability and becomes unstable and radioactive. The stability of the nucleus ends at the drip lines where the last nucleons are no longer attached to the nucleus by the strong nuclear interaction [1]. This leads to an important observation in many nuclei near the drip line; the last one or two nucleons, either proton or neutron, are found to be very loosely bounded to the core of the nucleus. The separation energies of such nucleons are very low, typically less than 1 MeV. As a result, these weakly bound nucleons are free to occupy a larger volume and the nuclear matter density distribution is found to be extended more in space leads to a nuclear radius which is much larger than that of the normal nucleus. Such nuclei are known as halo nuclei. Halo can be either a neutron halo or a proton halo [2, 3].

In halo nuclei, almost half of their life time, the unbound nucleon is beyond the range of the core potential. This acts as a hindrance in applying the shell model or the Mean Field (MF) model approaches to describe the properties of halo nuclei. Even the study of the formation of alpha cluster in heavy and super-heavy nuclei involves detailed mathematical calculations. Calculations based on parameter free microscopic model [14], multi-step shell model method [15] etc., could accurately predict the structure and formation probability of alpha cluster from heavy nuclei like ²¹²Po. In 2017, Chang Xu et al. used a
quartering wave function approach for the microscopic calculations of alpha cluster formation from heavy nuclei [16]. The theoretical models used to describe halo nuclei include, Hartree Bogoliubov model with and without Fock term, Relativistic mean field model with Hartree approximation [17], deformed relativistic Hartree Bogoliubov (DRHB) theory [18]. The structural models include, two body systems [19], three body systems such as all bound, Borromean [20], Tango and Samba [21] configurations. The interaction cross section measurements performed by Tanihata et al. in 1985 to study the large density distribution of $^{11}$Li proved that, it as an effective tool for studying the halo nuclei [5]. Currently, the interaction and reaction cross-section studies and measurements are widely used to study the structure and properties of halo nuclei. Recently, in 2014, M. Takechi et al. confirmed the existence of the so far heaviest halo in $^{37}$Mg through the measurement of reaction cross-section and N. Kobayashi et al. studied the 1n halo configuration of the same [22, 23]. A large number of studies on the interaction and reaction cross-sections involving halo nuclei near the drip line can be found in the literature [24-28]. In 2009, V. Rotival et al. proposed a new method to investigate the neutron halo nuclei where internal wave-function of the N-body system is decomposed in terms of overlap functions. This approach allows a “model-independent analysis of medium-range and asymptotic properties of the internal one-body density” and provides a quantitative estimate of the number of neutrons participating in the formation of halo [29]. Recently in 2016, Angelo Calci et al. studied the ground state parity inversion and the 1n $^{10}$Be halo structure of $^{10}$Be using chiral two- and three-nucleon force and found that only certain interactions that produces extremely large E1 transitions between the bound states are capable of reproducing the parity inversion [30]. The s-orbital halo of $^{20}$Ne and the s- or p- orbital halo of $^{31}$Ne was predicted by M. Takechi et al. from the measurements of interaction cross sections of Neon isotopes [31].

In addition to this, we would like to mention that we have made an attempt to study the decay possibilities of the 1p-halo nuclei $^{8}$B, $^{11,12}$N, $^{17}$F, $^{23}$Al, $^{26,27,28}$P, and 2p-halo nuclei $^{9}$C, $^{17,18}$Ne, $^{20}$Mg, $^{28,29}$S from the parents with $Z$ = 103 to 114 [32]. We have also studied [33] the structure of various exotic fragments such as $^{3}$Be, $^{10,11}$C, $^{13,14}$O, $^{19}$Ne, $^{20,21}$Na and $^{22,23}$Mg by computing the separation energy and decay half-lives. In the present work, we made an attempt to study the possibility for the existence of 1n- and 2n-halo nuclei with $Z = 2 – 20$ through the decay of superheavy elements. The details of the theoretical model used in our study is given in section 2. In section 3, the results of our study and the discussions are presents. The major conclusions are given in the section 4.

2. The Coulomb and Proximity Potential Model

For our study we have used the Coulomb and the Proximity Potential Model. This is a well-established model and is extensively used by K.P. Santhosh et al. for the last one decade [34-36]. The model can be used for accurate predictions of alpha decay chains [35, 36] and heavy particle decays from heavy and superheavy elements [35]. The model has been modified for deformed nuclei by considering the quadrupole, octupole and hexadecapole deformations and is used to study the effect of deformation on the half-life of decay [37].

In this model, the interaction potential barrier is taken the sum of Coulomb, proximity and centrifugal potentials for the touching configuration and for the separated fragments. For the overlap region, a simple power law interpolation is used which was proposed by Y.J. Shi and W.J. Swiatecki [38] in 1985. The importance of the proximity potential is that, it reduces the height of the potential barrier and results of calculations obtained through this model is in good agreement with the experimental data.

For a parent nucleus exhibiting exotic decay, the interacting potential barrier can be written as;

$$V = \frac{Z_i Z_j e^2}{r} + V_p(z) + \frac{\hbar^2 (l + 1)}{2 \mu r^2}; \text{ for } Z > 10 \tag{1}$$

In the above expression, $Z_i$ and $Z_j$ are the atomic numbers of the daughter and the emitted cluster, $z$ is the distance between the near surface of the fragments, $r$ is the distance between the fragment centers, which is given as $r = z + C_i + C_j$. The quantity $l$ is the angular momentum quantum number, $\mu$ is the reduced mass and $V_p(z)$ is the proximity potential. The proximity potential is given by Blocki et al [39, 40] as;

$$V_p(z) = 4\pi \gamma b \left[ \frac{C_1 C_2}{(C_1 + C_2)} \right] \Phi \left( \frac{z}{b} \right) \tag{2}$$

where, $\gamma$ is the nuclear surface tension coefficient, $b$ is the width of nuclear surface (diffuseness), $C_i$ are Siissmann central radii and $\Phi$, the universal proximity potential. These equations are applied to spherical nuclei.

The nuclear surface tension coefficient [41] is given by,

$$\gamma = 0.9517 \left[ 1 - 1.7826(N - Z)^2 / A^2 \right] \text{MeV} / \text{fm}^2 \tag{3}$$

where, $N$, $Z$ and $A$ represents the neutron number, proton number and mass number of the nucleus. The universal proximity potential [41] is given by the expression;
\[ \Phi(\varepsilon) = -4.41 e^{-0.7276\varepsilon}, \text{ for } \varepsilon \geq 1.9475 \] (4)

and;

\[ \Phi(\varepsilon) = -1.7817 + 0.9270\varepsilon + 0.0169\varepsilon^2 - 0.05148\varepsilon^3, \text{ for } 0 \leq \varepsilon \leq 1.9475 \] (5)

where \( \varepsilon = (z/b) \) with \( b \approx 1 \). The Siissmann central radii \( C_i \) of fragments are related to the sharp radii \( R_i \) as:

\[ C_i = R_i - \left( \frac{h^2}{R_i} \right) \] (6)

The sharp radii \( R_i \) can be calculated by using an empirical formula in terms of the mass numbers \( A_i \), as [41]:

\[ R_i = 1.28A_i^{1/3} - 0.76 + 0.8A_i^{1/3} \] (7)

The potential for the overlap region of the barrier is given as;

\[ V = a_0(L - L_0)^n, \text{ for } z < 0 \] (8)

In this expression, \( L = z + 2C_1 + 2C_2 \) and \( L_0 = 2C \). The constant \( a_0 \) and the parameter \( n \) are determined by the smooth matching of the two potentials at the touching point.

The barrier penetrability \( P \) can be obtained by using one dimensional WKB approximation and is given as;

\[ P = \exp \left\{ -\frac{2}{h} \int_a^b \sqrt{2\mu(V - Q)} dz \right\} \] (9)

where \( a \) and \( b \) are the turning points given by \( V(a) = V(b) = Q \) and \( Q \) is the energy released in the decay process.

Also \( \mu = mA_i A_j / A \) is the reduced mass with \( A_i \) and \( A_j \) are the mass numbers of the emitted daughter and cluster nuclei respectively. This integral can be evaluated numerically or analytically to get the half life time of decay as;

\[ T_{1/2} = \frac{\ln 2}{\lambda} = \frac{\ln 2}{\nu P} \] (10)

where, \( \nu = \frac{\omega}{2\pi} = \frac{2E_v}{\hbar}, \) the number of assaults on the barrier per second and \( E_v \) is the zero-point vibration energy and is given by the empirical formula of Poenaru et al. [42] as;

\[ E_v = Q \left[ 0.056 + 0.039 \exp \left\{ \frac{4 - A_j}{2.5} \right\} \right], \text{ for } A_j \geq 4 \] (11)

The zero-point vibration energy \( E_v \) vary only slightly with the mass \( A_j \) of the cluster and "this stability of \( E_v \) is a useful property for life-time predictions" [42].

### 3. Results and Discussion

In the present work, we have studied the decay of 1n- and 2n- halo nuclei with \( Z = -20 \) through cluster radioactivity from the superheavy elements \( 270-316_{116}, 272-318_{118} \) and \( 278-320_{120} \) by using the Coulomb and Proximity Potential Model (CPPM). The proximity potential was first used by Shi and Swiatecki [38] in an empirical manner and has been quite extensively used over a decade by Gupta et al. [43] in the Preformed Cluster Model (PCM). The CPPM was used by K.P. Santhosh et al. and is well established in predicting the barrier penetrability and half-life of decay of light and heavy clusters in heavy and super-heavy region [44-48]. Also, the CPPM is used for predicting the decay characteristics of proton halo nuclei [49] and neutron halo nuclei [50] in heavy and superheavy region. For a halo nucleus, the separation energy of last one or two nucleons is less than 1MeV. A neutron halo is known as 1n- halo if the 1n- separation energy is lowest and 2n- halo if the 2n-separation energy is the lowest. In terms of mass excess, the 1- and 2- neutron separation energies are defined as [51],

\[ S(n) = -\Delta M(A, Z) + \Delta M(A-1, Z) \] (12)

\[ + \Delta M_{1-} = -Q(\gamma, n) \]

and

\[ S(2n) = -\Delta M(A, Z) + \Delta M(A-2, Z) \] (13)

\[ + 2\Delta M_{1-} = -Q(\gamma, 2n) \]

where \( S(n) \) and \( S(2n) \) are the 1n- and 2n- separation energies respectively. The quantities; \( \Delta M_n, \Delta M(A Z), \Delta M(A-1, Z) \) and \( \Delta M(A-2, Z) \) are the mass excess of the neutron, the parent nucleus, mass excess of the daughter nucleus produced during one neutron radioactivity and mass excess of the daughter nucleus produced during two neutron radioactivity respectively. Also \( Q(\gamma, n) \) and \( Q(\gamma, 2n) \) represents the \( Q \) values for one neutron and two neutron radioactivity.

In the region \( Z < 10 \) the 1n- halo nuclei are \( ^{11}\text{Be}, ^{14}\text{Be}, ^{17}\text{C}, ^{19}\text{C}, ^{23}\text{N}, ^{24}\text{O}, \) and \( ^{24,25}\text{F} \). The 2n- halo nuclei with \( Z < 10 \) are \( ^{4}\text{He}, ^{4}\text{He}, ^{7}\text{Li}, ^{12}\text{Be}, ^{14}\text{Be}, ^{18}\text{B}, ^{18}\text{B}, ^{20}\text{C}, \) and \( ^{27,29}\text{F} \). These 1-n and 2-n halo candidates are directly taken from a recent work of K.P. Santhosh et al. [50]. For nuclei in the range \( Z = 10 \) to \( Z = 20 \), we have calculated the \( S(n) \) and \( S(2n) \) of various isotopes using the mass excess table of Wang et al. [52]. These are tabulated and given in table 1. On the basis of our calculation of \( S(n) \), the possible
In halo candidates in the region $Z = 10 - 20$ are $^{29}$Ne, $^{30}$Ne, $^{31}$Ne, $^{36}$Na, $^{37}$Na, $^{35}$Mg, $^{37}$Mg, $^{46}$P and $^{55}$Ca. The isotopes of $Z = 10 - 20$ nuclei showed a lower 2n- separation energy than 1n- separation energy only for $^{34}$Ne and can be considered as a candidate for 2n- halo. Even though the 2n-separation energy of $^8$He, $^{12}$Be, $^{16}$Be, $^{17}$B, $^{27,29}$F [50] and $^{36}$Na are greater than 1MeV, they are considered as candidates for 2n- halo nuclei. A. Leistenschneider et al. in 2001, pointed out that such increases in the neutron separation energies may be due to the collective soft dipole excitations [53]. However, this is not verified experimentally.

Figure 1: The driving potential $(V-Q)$ as a function of the light cluster mass $A_2$ for n-halo nuclei, $^{29}$Ne and $^{31}$Ne.

Calculation of neutron separation energy is a basic tool to identify the halo structure in a nucleus. The existence of halo structure in a nucleus can be verified from the calculation of driving potential $(V-Q)$ for the touching configuration, where $z = 0$. To calculate the driving potential, we have taken the interaction potential as the sum of Coulomb, proximity and centrifugal potential. The centrifugal part is included by considering $l = 1, 2, 3$ states. The driving potential is calculated for all the halo candidates included in the table 1. A graph is plotted $(V-Q)$ verses the fragment mass $A_2$, which is the mass of the emitted clusters such as 1n, 2n, $^4$He, $^6$He, etc. The plots are given the Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. From the plot of driving potential verses the fragment mass, it is clear that the minimum value of driving potential occurs at $l = 0$ state. The decay probability is maximum when the driving potential is minimum. The importance of the plot is that, we can find a cluster + core configuration with minimum value of the driving potential and a maximum quantum mechanical probability for the existence of halo structure. We have considered different cluster + core configuration for the calculation of driving potential. When we get the deepest minimum for a 1n + core configuration, we consider it as a 1n halo if the 1n separation energy is less than 1MeV. From Figure 1, it is clear that in the case of $^{29,31}$Ne, the $(V - Q)$ is minimum for the 1n + core configuration. Similarly, Figures 2 to 5; shows that for $^{34}$Na, $^{37}$Na, $^{37}$Mg and $^{55}$Ca have also the 1n + core configuration has the deepest minimum corresponding to the most probable configuration. Hence, they can be considered as candidates for 1n- halo nuclei. Similarly, in Figure 2, 3, and 4; we can see that $^{34}$Ne, $^{36}$Na and $^{40}$P shows a 2n + core configuration corresponding to the minimum value of the driving potential. Even though the $S(n)$ of $^{40}$P is lower than its $S(2n)$, it can be considered as a 2n- halo since it has a minimum at 2n + core configuration. Therefore, the 2-n halo candidates are $^{34}$Ne, $^{36}$Na and $^{40}$P. From the plot of driving potential, in the case of $^{29}$Ne, $^{31}$Ne and $^{37}$Mg, we can see that with the increase in the angular momentum quantum number $(l)$, the 1n + core configuration is shifted to 2n + core configuration This kind of changes are observed when the ground state spin and parity of the decays are not conserved [33]. The spin and parity of $^{24}$Na, $^{31}$Ne and $^{37}$Mg are in $^5_2$, $^5_2$ and $^5_2$ respectively and the emission of $1n \begin{pmatrix} \frac{1}{2} \\ \frac{1}{2} \end{pmatrix}$ in the $l = 0$ state violates the spin and parity conservation. It has been reported that this kind of observation is possible when the ground state contains a mixture of states with different spin and parities [54] and needs further investigations.

Figure 2: The driving potential $(V-Q)$ as a function of the light cluster mass $A_2$ for n-halo nuclei, $^{30}$Ne and $^{34}$Na.

However, the halo nuclei prefer the lowest angular momentum state ($l = 0$) since large angular momentum will give rise to a centrifugal potential that would tend to confine the nucleons [7]. Only very loosely bound neutrons in an s- state ($l = 0$) relative to the core form an ideal halo; any other angular momentum will ultimately be confined. Only
the s-wave neutrons will show considerable probability of staying outside the potential well at very low separation energies. This is evident from the fact that almost all reported halo nuclei have an s-wave halo structure. Only a very few nuclei such as $^{31}\text{Ne}, ^{34}\text{Na}$ and $^{37}\text{Mg}$ exhibit p-wave halo structure [24, 55, 56]. This is also evident from the fact that the formation of neutron halo in many nuclei such as $^{11}\text{Be}, ^{14}\text{Be}, ^{20}\text{N}, ^{23}\text{O}$ and $^{28}\text{F}$ etc., depends directly on the occupation of outer electrons in the $2S_{1/2}$ state [57]. Therefore, we feel that such shifting will not have much effect on the probability for the formation of the halo structure.

Further, the angular momentum carried away in the decay of halo nucleus, as appearing in eq. (1) is very small ($\approx 5h$). This small unit of angular momentum will be making considerable contributions to the life time of the emission of light particles, like protons. Its contribution to half-life of decay of heavy cluster is very small and the angular momentum effects can be neglected [49]. Therefore, in the present study, the calculations are performed assuming zero angular momentum transfers. Also, in this model, the preformation probability is taken as unity for all clusters irrespective of their masses. Cluster radioactivity is energetically possible only when the Q-value of the reaction is greater than zero. The Q-values of the reactions are computed using the tables of KTUY [58] using the equation,

$$Q = \left[ M(A,Z) - M(A_1,Z_1) - M(A_2,Z_2) \right] + k(Z'_{A_1} - Z'_{A_2})$$

(14)

where $M(A,Z), M(A_1,Z_1)$ and $M(A_2,Z_2)$ represents the mass excess of the parent, daughter and emitted halo nucleus respectively. The term $k(Z'_{A_1} - Z'_{A_2})$ is introduced to account for the screening effect of the atomic electrons as suggested by V.Y. Denisov et al. [59]. The value of $k$ and $\varepsilon$ depends on the $Z$ value of the parent nucleus. Based on relativistic Hartree-Fock-Slater calculations, K.N. Huang et al. made an estimate of the values of $k$ and $\varepsilon$. For nuclei with $Z \geq 60$, $k = 8.7\text{eV}$ and $\varepsilon = 2.517$. For nuclei with $Z < 60$, they are 13.6 eV and 2.408 respectively [60]. For the emission of 1n- halo nuclei $^{11}\text{Be}$ and $^{14}\text{B}$ the calculated Q-value is very low and value of the decay half-life is very large; far above the experimental limit of $10^{30}$ seconds. Similarly, for the 2n- nuclei; $^6\text{He}, ^8\text{He}, ^{11}\text{Li}, ^{14}\text{Be}, ^{17}\text{B}$ and $^{19}\text{B}$ also the Q-value is very small or even negative and hence are energetically forbidden from majority of the selected superheavy elements except from a very few at the higher mass end; that too with very large values of decay half-life.

Further, the angular momentum carried away in the decay of halo nucleus, as appearing in eq. (1) is very small ($\approx 5h$). This small unit of angular momentum will be making considerable contributions to the life time of the emission of light particles, like protons. Its contribution to half-life of decay of heavy cluster is very small and the angular momentum effects can be neglected [49]. Therefore, in the present study, the calculations are performed assuming zero angular momentum transfers. Also, in this model, the preformation probability is taken as unity for all clusters irrespective of their masses. Cluster radioactivity is energetically possible only when the Q-value of the reaction is greater than zero. The Q-values of the reactions are computed using the tables of KTUY [58] using the equation,

$$Q = \left[ M(A,Z) - M(A_1,Z_1) - M(A_2,Z_2) \right] + k(Z'_{A_1} - Z'_{A_2})$$

(14)

where $M(A,Z), M(A_1,Z_1)$ and $M(A_2,Z_2)$ represents the mass excess of the parent, daughter and emitted halo nucleus respectively. The term $k(Z'_{A_1} - Z'_{A_2})$ is introduced to account for the screening effect of the atomic electrons as suggested by V.Y. Denisov et al. [59]. The value of $k$ and $\varepsilon$ depends on the $Z$ value of the parent nucleus. Based on relativistic Hartree-Fock-Slater calculations, K.N. Huang et al. made an estimate of the values of $k$ and $\varepsilon$. For nuclei with $Z \geq 60$, $k = 8.7\text{eV}$ and $\varepsilon = 2.517$. For nuclei with $Z < 60$, they are 13.6 eV and 2.408 respectively [60]. For the emission of 1n- halo nuclei $^{11}\text{Be}$ and $^{14}\text{B}$ the calculated Q-value is very low and value of the decay half-life is very large; far above the experimental limit of $10^{30}$ seconds. Similarly, for the 2n- nuclei; $^6\text{He}, ^8\text{He}, ^{11}\text{Li}, ^{14}\text{Be}, ^{17}\text{B}$ and $^{19}\text{B}$ also the Q-value is very small or even negative and hence are energetically forbidden from majority of the selected superheavy elements except from a very few at the higher mass end; that too with very large values of decay half-life.

Further, the angular momentum carried away in the decay of halo nucleus, as appearing in eq. (1) is very small ($\approx 5h$). This small unit of angular momentum will be making considerable contributions to the life time of the emission of light particles, like protons. Its contribution to half-life of decay of heavy cluster is very small and the angular momentum effects can be neglected [49]. Therefore, in the present study, the calculations are performed assuming zero angular momentum transfers. Also, in this model, the preformation probability is taken as unity for all clusters irrespective of their masses. Cluster radioactivity is energetically possible only when the Q-value of the reaction is greater than zero. The Q-values of the reactions are computed using the tables of KTUY [58] using the equation,

$$Q = \left[ M(A,Z) - M(A_1,Z_1) - M(A_2,Z_2) \right] + k(Z'_{A_1} - Z'_{A_2})$$

(14)

where $M(A,Z), M(A_1,Z_1)$ and $M(A_2,Z_2)$ represents the mass excess of the parent, daughter and emitted halo nucleus respectively. The term $k(Z'_{A_1} - Z'_{A_2})$ is introduced to account for the screening effect of the atomic electrons as suggested by V.Y. Denisov et al. [59]. The value of $k$ and $\varepsilon$ depends on the $Z$ value of the parent nucleus. Based on relativistic Hartree-Fock-Slater calculations, K.N. Huang et al. made an estimate of the values of $k$ and $\varepsilon$. For nuclei with $Z \geq 60$, $k = 8.7\text{eV}$ and $\varepsilon = 2.517$. For nuclei with $Z < 60$, they are 13.6 eV and 2.408 respectively [60]. For the emission of 1n- halo nuclei $^{11}\text{Be}$ and $^{14}\text{B}$ the calculated Q-value is very low and value of the decay half-life is very large; far above the experimental limit of $10^{30}$ seconds. Similarly, for the 2n- nuclei; $^6\text{He}, ^8\text{He}, ^{11}\text{Li}, ^{14}\text{Be}, ^{17}\text{B}$ and $^{19}\text{B}$ also the Q-value is very small or even negative and hence are energetically forbidden from majority of the selected superheavy elements except from a very few at the higher mass end; that too with very large values of decay half-life.
Table 1: The values of 1n- and 2n- separation energies of halo nuclei and their halo configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Nucleus</th>
<th>S(1n)</th>
<th>S(2n)</th>
<th>Cluster + Core Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1n-halo</td>
<td>$^{23}$Ne</td>
<td>0.9713</td>
<td>4.7926</td>
<td>$1n + ^{23}$Ne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$^{35}$Ne</td>
<td>0.1713</td>
<td>3.3026</td>
<td>$1n + ^{35}$Ne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$^{37}$Na</td>
<td>0.1713</td>
<td>3.1026</td>
<td>$1n + ^{37}$Na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$^{39}$Mg</td>
<td>0.8410</td>
<td>0.8420</td>
<td>$1n + ^{39}$Mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$^{43}$Mg</td>
<td>0.7543</td>
<td>5.4649</td>
<td>$1n + ^{43}$Mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$^{55}$Ca</td>
<td>1.2613</td>
<td>5.1026</td>
<td>$1n + ^{55}$Ca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2n-halo</td>
<td>$^{24}$Na</td>
<td>1.2313</td>
<td>0.3026</td>
<td>$2n + ^{24}$Na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$^{46}$P</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>1.5226</td>
<td>$2n + ^{46}$P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$^{44}$P</td>
<td>0.7013</td>
<td>3.6226</td>
<td>$2n + ^{44}$P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, in this work we have investigated the possibility for the formation of 1n- halo nuclei $^{15}$C, $^{17}$C, $^{19}$C, $^{22}$N, $^{23}$O, $^{24,26}$F, $^{29}$Ne, $^{34}$Na, $^{37}$Na, $^{37}$Mg, $^{55}$Ca and 2n- halo nuclei, $^{12}$Be, $^{27}$F, $^{29}$F, $^{34}$Ne, $^{34}$Na, $^{40}$P from $^{270}-^{316}$116, $^{272}-^{318}$118 and $^{278}-^{320}$120 through the computation of barrier penetrability and half-life of decay using the CPPM. The half-life for the emission of halo nuclei is calculated by considering them as spherical clusters whose radius is given by the equation (7), where the radius $R_i$ is considered as a function on $A_i$ alone. However, a halo is in a highly deformed nuclear state. The characteristic feature of the halo nuclei is its large root mean square radius. Therefore, we have made a comparison of half-lives of decay by considering the halo nucleus as a spherical cluster with radius $R_i$ and as a deformed nucleus with a rms radius given by [61];

$$\langle R_{rms}\rangle^2 = \left(\langle R_{ph}\rangle^2\right)^2 \left[1 + \frac{5}{4\pi} \langle \beta_2 \rangle^2 \right]$$

(15)

Here, $R_{ph} = R_e A^{1/3}$ is the radius of the normal nucleus. The quadrupole deformation $\beta_2$ is taken from the nuclear data tables of P Moller et al [62]. For the nuclei with $Z < 10$, the rms matter radius is directly taken from the data provided by Suhel Ahmad et al. [63]. For nuclei with $Z = 10$ to $Z = 20$, the rms matter radius is calculated in terms of the quadrupole deformation $\beta_2$ using the formula (15), which provides a good approximation to the rms radius of a nucleus including halo. For example, for $^{24}$F, the rms radius given in [63] is $3.17 \pm 0.05$ fm and using the equation 15, we get the rms radius of $^{24}$F as $3.225$ fm.

The results of our calculations are given in the Figures 6-11, where the logarithmic value of decay half-life ($\log_{10} T_{1/2}$) is plotted against the neutron number of parents ($N_p$). The experimental upper limit of half-life of decay for the detection of a cluster or a halo nucleus is $10^{30}$ seconds. Based on our calculations, we found that the decay half-life is within or near above the experimental limit only for the emission of $^{15}$C, $^{23}$O, $^{26,28}$F, $^{37}$Ne and $^{55}$Ca halo nuclei. For the emission of other 1n-halo nuclei, $^{17}$C, $^{19}$C, $^{22}$N, $^{29}$F, $^{34}$Na, $^{37}$Na, $^{37}$Mg and the 2n-halo nuclei $^{12}$Be, $^{27}$F, $^{34}$Ne, $^{37}$Na, $^{40}$P, the computed half-life of decay is much larger than the experimental limit. Therefore, it is to be mentioned that the possibility for the emission of 1n- and 2n- halo nuclei from the selected super heavy isotopes is very less. However, we could find certain finite probability for the emission of neutron halo nuclei $^{24}$F and $^{37}$Ca with a half-life less than $10^{30}$ seconds and the results are given in Table 2.

Figure 6: Comparison of the predicted heavy particle decay half-lives of cluster and the neutron halo, $^{15}$C, $^{23}$O and $^{26}$F from $^{264-316}$116 even-even nuclei.

Figure 7: Comparison of the predicted heavy particle decay half-lives of cluster and the neutron halo, $^{17}$F, $^{29}$Ne and $^{36}$Ca from $^{264-316}$116 even-even nuclei.
In Figures 6 and 7, the plot of log\(_{10} T_{1/2}\) verses the neutron number of parents for the emission of various 1n- and 2n-halo nuclei from 270-316116 even–even nuclei are given. It is observed that, in the case of \(^{15}\text{C}\), the half-life of decay is increased when the normal radius is replaced by rms radius. Similar result was obtained by K.P. Santhosh et al. in the case of decay of \(^{15}\text{C}\) nuclei from heavy elements with \(Z = 86\) to \(Z = 100\) [50]. This is due to the fact that the rms radius \(\left( R_{\text{rms}} \right)\) of \(^{15}\text{C}\) is less than the normal radius \(\left( R \right)\). From the equation (7), we get the radius as 2.72 fm and the rms radius of \(^{15}\text{C}\) is given in reference [63] is 2.59 fm. In the case of other halo nuclei, the rms radius is larger than the normal radius and it is found that the half-life of decay is decreased when the rms radius is included in the calculation. For example, the value of log\(_{10} T_{1/2}\) = 18.52 for the decay of \(^{26}\text{F}\) from 318118 when it is considered as a spherical cluster and log\(_{10} T_{1/2}\) =16.08 when \(^{26}\text{F}\) is considered as a deformed nucleus with an rms radius.

**Table 2:** The predicted half-lives for the emission of different neutron halo nuclei from various isotopes of super heavy even-even nuclei by considering the emitted nuclei as cluster and halo nuclei.
Figures 8 and 9 are the plots of $\log_{10} T_{1/2}$ verses the neutron number of parents for the emission of $^{15}$C, $^{23}$O, $^{26,27}$F, $^{29}$Ne and $^{55}$Ca nuclei from $^{272-318}$118 even–even nuclei. The results are similar to that of the decay from $^{270-316}$116 nuclei. Except for $^{15}$C, the half-life of decay is lower for the halo than the spherical cluster. The plot of $\log_{10} T_{1/2}$ verses the neutron number of parents for the emission of various 1n- and 2n- halo nuclei from $^{278-320}$120 is given in the Figures 10 and 11, which also exhibits similar results. From our calculations, based on the Coulomb and Proximity Potential Model, we could find that the probability for the emission of 1n- and 2n- halo is considerably lower and significant probability is obtained only at the high mass end of superheavy elements. Similar results were obtained by K.P. Santhosh et al., for the emission of 1n- and 2n- halo nuclei from elements in the heavy region [50]. Also, many calculations showed that there exists much more probability for the emission of other cluster nuclei than the halo nuclei in an isotope family. For example, among the various isotopes of Florin, the decay of $^{23}$F cluster from elements in super heavy region showed minimum value for the half-life of decay [37, 64]. Even though the probability for the emission of halo nuclei is less from superheavy elements, we have reported the emission of certain nuclei with decay half-life less than the upper experimental limit. We hope that, with the recent developments in experimental techniques, in near future, such emissions can be detected. Moreover, we hope that our studies will be helpful in the synthesis of new superheavy elements.

Further, the plot of $\log_{10} T_{1/2}$ verses the neutron number of parents gives an insight about neutron shell closure and the existence of neutron magic numbers. The nature of plot of half-life of decay verses the neutron number of parents or daughters can be used for predicting the neutron and proton magic numbers [65]. The neutron shell closure plays a crucial role in determining the stability of a nucleus against cluster decay. A peak in the plot represents the shell closure of parent nucleus and a dip in the plot represents the shell closure of daughter nuclei from the decay of parent corresponding to the dip. A closed neutron shell structure provides stability to the nucleus. Usually, neutron shell closure occurs at neutron magic numbers.

In Figure 6, there is a peak at $N_p = 150$ in all the three plots. Also, there is a peak at $N_p = 184$, in the plots of $^{24}$O
and $^{26}$F. In Figure 7, there is a peak at $N_p = 150$ in the plot of $^{29}$Ne. This shows that the neutron shell closure of the parent occurs at neutron numbers 150 and 184. This indicates the stability of parent nuclei with $Z = 116$ against the decay of halo nuclei $^{15}$C, $^{23}$O, $^{26}$F and $^{29}$Ne at $N_p = 150$. Also, it is stable against the decay of $^{23}$O and $^{26}$F at $N_p = 184$. In Figure 7 and 8 there is a dip at $N_p = 162$, corresponding to the emission of $^{29}$Ne from $^{264-316}$116 and $^{15}$C from $^{272-318}$116 respectively, which indicates the stability of the daughter nuclei formed. In Figure 8, a peak at $N_p = 184$ can be observed in all the plots and it shows that the $Z = 118$ parent is stable against the decay of $^{15}$C, $^{23}$O and $^{26}$F at $N_p = 184$.

In Figure 9, there is a peak at $N_p = 164$, which indicates the stability of $^{28}$2118 against the decay of $^{27}$F halo nucleus due to neutron shell closure of the parent nucleus. In Figures 6, 8 and 10, a dip is observed at $N_p = 192$ corresponding to the emission of $^{15}$C halo nucleus and indicates the shell closure of the daughter nucleus formed.

Thus, it is clear that the neutron shell closure occurs at 150, 164 and 184 and provides stability to the nucleus against the decay of halo nuclei. It is to be mentioned that 184 is already identified as a neutron magic number [65, 66, 67]. Usually it is observed that the predicted magic numbers vary with the method used to calculate the $Q$-value. In 2019, M. Ismail et al. [68], showed that the $Q$-values calculated from the finite-range droplet model predicted neutron magic numbers of 164, 170, 174, 180, 184 and 198, those based on the Weizsäcker–Skyrme model (WS4) indicated different neutron magic numbers of 172, 178, 184 and 196. Both predicts only one magic number in common, i.e. 184. Ni et al. and Dong et al., also predicted the neutron shell closure at 164. [69, 70]. L. Satpathy and S.K. Patra predicted island of stability at neutron number 150 [71]. S. Cwiok et al. predicted neutron shell closure at 152 [72]. The nature of the plots of $\log_{10}T_{1/2}$ versus the neutron number of daughter nuclei, shows that neutron shell closure occurs at 164 and 184 which are already suggested as neutron magic numbers. The kink at $N_p = 150$, in Figure 6 and 7, suggests that neutron shell closure may occur at this neutron number.
plot. The law was proposed by Geiger and Nuttall in 1911 to explain the alpha decay process. They found that the logarithmic value of half-life of decay varies linearly with the square root of the Q-value according to the expression [73];

$$\log_{10} T_{1/2} = MQ^{-1/2} + C$$ \hspace{1cm} (16)

where $M$ is the slope of the plot and $C$ is the y-intercept. In 2012, Chong Qi et al. [74], showed that the Geiger Nuttall law can be successfully applied to cluster radioactivity also. From the linearity of the plots in the Figures 12-14, we can see that the Geiger Nuttall law can be applied to decay of halo nuclei also.

It is to be noted that Geiger-Nuttall law assumes only Coulomb interaction, in the model used in our calculations, the interaction potential is assumed as the sum of Coulomb, proximity and centrifugal potentials. However, we have neglected the centrifugal part by assuming zero momentum transfer. Therefore, it is clear that the linearity of the plot is not affected considerably by the inclusion of the proximity potential and the CPPM can explain the decay of halo nuclei from super heavy elements successfully.

Finally, Figure 15 shows the universal curve between $\log_{10} T_{1/2}$ and the negative logarithm of barrier penetrability ($-\ln P$) for the decay of $^{15}$C, $^{23}$O, $^{26}$F and $^{55}$Ca halo nuclei from $Z = 120$ parent isotopes. All the plots have the same slopes but different intercepts. The linearity of the universal curve confirms the validity of Geiger-Nuttall law in the case of emission of halo nuclei and also justifies the application of CPPM for describing the halo emission.

**Conclusion**

The decay half-life of 1n and 2n halo nuclei from $^{270-316}_{116}$, $^{272-318}_{118}$ and $^{278-320}_{120}$ is studied within the framework of Coulomb and Proximity Potential Model. The halo structure is identified by calculating the 1n- and 2n- separation energies and by observing the cluster + core configuration corresponding to the minimum value of the driving potential. The decay half-life is compared by considering the neutron halo nuclei as a normal spherical cluster and as a halo with a rms radius. Our calculations show that the decay half-life for $^{26}$F and $^{55}$Ca nuclei is less than the experimental upper limit and no evidence for the emission of 2n halo nuclei is found in our results. Except

---

**Figure 13:** Geiger-Nuttall plot of $Q^{1/2}$ versus $\log_{10} T_{1/2}$ for various neutron halo nuclei from super-heavy nuclei with $Z = 118$.

**Figure 14:** Geiger-Nuttall plot of $Q^{1/2}$ versus $\log_{10} T_{1/2}$ for various neutron halo nuclei from super-heavy nuclei with $Z = 118$.

**Figure 15:** The universal curve for calculated logarithmic half-lives versus negative logarithm of penetrability for various neutron halos from the super-heavy nuclei with $Z = 120$. 
for $^{13}$C, the emission probability is increased when the rms radius is considered. Also, the occurrence of neutron shell closure at neutron numbers 150, 164 and 184 became evident from the plot of log$_{10}$T$_{1/2}$ versus the neutron number of parents. The linearity of the Geiger-Nuttall plots and the universal curve shows that Geiger-Nuttall law can be applied to halo nucleus also and it confirms the validity of CPPM for describing the decay of halo nuclei from super-heavy elements. We strongly believe that our study will help the researchers for proceeding further towards the structure and properties of halo nuclei and proceeding towards the synthesis of new super-heavy elements.
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